In this paper we have discussed a quantum approach for the all-pair multiclass classification problem. We have shown that the multiclass support vector machine for big data classification with a quantum all-pair approach can be implemented in logarithm time complexity on a quantum computer. In an all-pair approach, there is one binary classification problem for each pair of classes, and so there are ( − 1)/2 classifiers for a -class problem. As compared to the classical multiclass support vector machine that can be implemented with polynomial time complexity, our approach exhibits exponential speed up in the quantum version. The quantum all-pair algorithm can be used with other classification algorithms, and a speed up gain can be achieved as compared to their classical counterparts.
The recent technological advancements led us to depend on huge volume of data and on the mining of useful information out of it. Many challenging problems nowadays require effective machine learning techniques. Performing any machine-learning task with huge volumes of data has high computational burden. Machine learning (ML) deals with the development of algorithms that can learn from and make predictions on data. At present, one of the most important challenges in machine learning is how to deal with very large data sets (the so called Big Data). ML tasks can be spanned between supervised and unsupervised learning [1] [2] [3] [4] . Clustering is an unsupervised learning process where the task is to find patterns with unlabeled data. Whereas classification is a supervised learning process in which labelled (classified) data are used for training purpose and then inferences are made to classify new data examples.
Support vector machines (SVM) are widely used as a binary classifier, but in recent years, multiclass support vector machines (MSVM) are one of the widely discussed supervised learning algorithms, which classifies vectors into multiple sets with the help of trained oracles [5] . Many approaches have been proposed for constructing multiclass support vector machines with the help of a binary SVM, one of the most popular being the all-pair approach [6] . In this approach, there is one binary classification problem for each pair of classes, and ( ( − 1)/2 ) classifiers will be constructed. Generally in multiclass classification, the training activity can be implemented by constructing an optimal hyperplane, which divides the input data sets into two sets, either in the original feature space or in a higher-dimensional kernel space and then repeat the activity for k number of times, k being the number of classes. The multiclass SVM problem can be generally formulated as a quadratic programming problem. The multiclass support vector machine quadratic programming problem can then be solved in polynomial run time.
In [7] , Rebentrost et. al. demonstrated a quantum version of a binary support vector machine classification approach which shows logarithm time complexities for both training and classification stages, so an exponential speed up was achieved as compared to the classical counterpart. The quantum binary SVM algorithm accomplishes an exponential speed up (polynomial to logarithm time complexity) for binary classification. However, this approach does not support multiclass classification.
In [8] , we have developed a quantum version of one-againstall technique to handle he quantum multiclass classification problem. Now further extending our work, in this paper we have proposed a quantum algorithm for multiclass classification by using a quantum version of an all-pair approach. We have demonstrated that the quantum multiclass approach can be implemented with logarithm time complexity as compared to polynomial time complexity in a classical multiclass approach. We have used the technique mentioned in [7] to construct the binary quantum SVM as a base and then transform it for a multiclass quantum SVM by using the quantum all-pair technique. In this approach, the strategy is to first formulate ( − 1)/2 quantum binary least square support vector machines. We construct the classifiers by considering all pair of classes, hence there will be ( − 1)/2 classifiers, being the cardinality of the class set. Then, all the( ( − 1)/2) classifiers quantum mechanically (sequentially, not considering the case of ( ( − 1)/2) parallel classification process) classify a quantum state. Then the classified state is predicted by using the quantum mechanically voting mechanism.
Quantum one-against-all approach-In this approach, at first quantum binary SVM classifiers are being constructed and trained. Each quantum classifier then predicts a quantum query state | ⟩ with some probability. The following quantum oneagainst-all algorithm is used to predict the class value.
initialize as the vector of all classified class probabilities 3. while (total running time < [ (√ ) + (
2 )])
4.
initialize the memory as
return
Here first one initializes the index, index, with a randomly and uniformly chosen value from the vector which is the vector of probability values generated by classifiers( < . Once the amplitude of these elements has been amplified, we perform a measurement on | ⟩ to obtain a new threshold index 1 . At last, it will return the for the largest success probability value, which defines the classified class. Here the iteration time
in the algorithm is defined as
. The probability that the V qn [index] will hold the maximum value, which is our required index to predict the associated class, is at least,
Quantum binary Least Square Support Vector Machine-In this section, we will overview the quantum binary Least Square SVM algorithm which is proposed in [7] . The algorithm begins by preparing the data in a quantum form, followed by training the classifier and predicting a quantum state.
Quantum data preparation:
The classical dimensional complex vector big data has been defined in quantum paradigm with 2 qubits onto quantum states in QRAM [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , which takes ( 2 ) steps, which is followed that the quantum algorithm can further process this data.
The QRAM allows to access the data in quantum parallel, and perform memory access in coherent quantum superposition [16] . The QRAM returns a superposition of big data in a data register , which is correlated with address register,
Where is an address register and it contains a superposition of addresses ∑ | ⟩ , and is the ℎ memory cell content. In QRAM, it takes only ( ) operations to access the data and uses ( ) resources. A quantum kernel matrix is then prepared by using the inner product evaluation process [17] for least square reformulation. For the purpose, inverse of the normalized kernel matrix is computed and then carried out the exponentiation of ̂− 1 , where ̂ is the normalized kernel matrix. Computation of kernel matrix inversion has been discussed in [18] .
Quantum least squares support vector machine training and classification:
A quantum state | , ⃗⟩ is generated describing the hyperplan with the matrix inverse algorithm [19] and then classifies a quantum state | ⃗⟩. The classifier is determined by the success probability of a swap test between | , ⃗⟩ and | ⃗⟩. For the purpose it then solves ̂( | , ⃗⟩) = | ⃗⟩, where ̂= with ||F||  1, and is the trace of .
Quantum multiclass SVM classification with quantum all-pair approach-We have extended the quantum algorithm [7] , for handling the multiclass case with quantum mechanically implemented all-pair approach.
Let's begin the discussion by formulating the multiclass case and by solving the following equations (sequentially in the proposed approach to avoid the quantum de-coherence)
To solve the above formulations we have used quantum matrix inversion algorithm [19] . The matrix ̂ can be decomposed as
with as symmetric kernel matrices, determine the relative weights of training error & least square SVM objectives and = ( 0 1 ⃗⃗ 1 ⃗⃗ 0 ) [20] . Further, for performing the quantum matrix inversion such as ⃗ −1 we need to indorse −̂Δ efficiently and as the matrix ̂ is not sparse so exponentiation can be achieved by using the techniques discussed in [21] , Here the ( ) represents the probability of measurement by ℎ classifier and predict either or class based on the conditions mentioned in the Hence | ⃗⟩ will be classified as +1 or −1 based on the following conditions, 
8: return
Then transformed the classical data in to quantum form, say in , by using the method we have discussed during the training data transformation [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The total cost for this transformation will be ( (
The dimension of each of the vectors in is 1 (only class value).
We defined a quantum function [ _ ] which is the predicted class. So the algorithm finds the class whose sampled frequency is an ε-approximation to that of the frequency value.
Computational Complexity Analysis -In classical binary least square SVM, the main computational cost is due to the calculation of the Lagrange multipliers α's [22] [23] . When extending the discussion for multiclass classification with least square SVM, the class set cardinality is considered in addition. The computational complexity for SVM is then calculated by taking considerations of the total training costs and total classification costs. The total computational cost for classical binary SVM is around ( ), which is a polynomial time complexity. When we consider the case of multiclass SVM ( > ), run time also appears to be polynomial (including the cost of classic all-pair algorithm, where there are ( ( − )/ ) classifiers in total).
Let us now consider the case of quantum multiclass support vector machine. In [7] , it has been shown that the exponential speed up can be achieved with quantum binary class support vector machine in compare to classical version of binary class support vector machine. For computational runtime analysis of quantum multiclass support vector machine, we first start the discussion with quantum binary support vector machine then we will extend the discussion for multiclass case (with quantum all-pair approach) for classes. Where is the total evolution time which is determining the phase estimation error and is the maximally error.
Combining, we get the run time ( − ( ( ))). Let's define a constant such that ≤ | | ≤ , also let's define an effective condition number = − . is used to employ the filtering procedure in phase estimation, referring [19] . By considering all the analysis, and iterating the algorithm for ( ) times for achieving a constant success probability of the post selection step, the total run time is ( − ( ( ))). So we can scale it to ( ( )). We have analyzed the computational complexity of a single classifier for classification, extending the analysis for our multiclass case when there are ( − )/ classifiers to get trained, and then to classify a quantum query state by each of these classifiers.
We will discuss the complexity analysis of the quantum multiclass SVM with quantum all-pair approach. The total run time of the quantum multiclass SVM with quantum allpair approach = (total run time during training of all classifiers) + (total run time during classification) + (total run time of quantum all-pair approach).
As discussed in above sections, for a single quantum binary classifier the total run time (during training and classification phases) is ( ( )). Hence, in case of ( − )/ classifiers the total run time will be
Now lets discuss the run time of quantum mechanically implemented all-pair approach, this is actually finding the mode of all the success probabilities amongst all the classifier's success probabilities, a voting mechanism. The approach we defined has been inspired by [24] where a quantum {ℇ, }-FPRAS algorithm has been discussed for mode finding. In the case of quantum all-pair, once all the (
) classifiers classify the new quantum query state, and then all predicted classes got stored in
)) and then transformed to quantum form in . This transformation adds ( ) cost. Then the voting mechanism has been implemented quantum mechanically by taking the modal value over , which is actually the predicted class that occurred most number of times in , although the maximum number of modal values in our case will be ( − ). As per the analysis we find that the run time of quantum mechanically implemented all-pair algorithm is ( ( − )ℇ − ), which is a quadratic reduction in over classical version. Here the approximate mode, having a sampled frequency which is within ratio ( + ℇ)of the frequency of the mode and with probability at least ( − ). The total run time will be:
Let's analyze the following cases: We saw the quantum advantages, and achieved the exponential speed up, when compared to the classical version of multiclass support vector machine.
Conclusion -In this research work, we have shown that a multiclass support vector machine can be quantum mechanically implemented in logarithm time complexity compared to the classical counterpart multiclass support vector machine for big data classification, which runs with polynomial time complexity (when = 2 ), leading to an exponential speed up gain. We have analyzed and addressed the quantum multiclass SVM problem with the quantum mechanically implemented all-pair approach. With the quantum all-pair approach, we first quantum mechanically construct k (k − 1)/2 classifiers and then allow all the classifiers to classify the given quantum query state. Further, a voting scheme is applied in which all k (k − 1)/2 classifiers are applied to an unseen query state and the class that got the highest number of "+1" predictions by the k (k − 1)/2 classifiers gets predicted by the combined classifier.
